On the Way to Efficient Analytical Measurements: The Future of Robot-Based Measurements.
The demand for efficient and qualified measurements is high. The measurements of physical parameters in industrial environments usually are automatically executed using process measurement technologies. The close coupling of the measurement system and process equipment enables in-process data acquisition (inline or online). In contrast, compound-oriented measurements for the qualitative identification and quantitative determination of chemical elements and chemical compounds, or the determination of biological behavior, are still challenging in measurement processes. Today, biological assays as well as high-content and high-throughput screening procedures are well automated. It appears quite differently if the efficiency of analytical measurements should be improved. Due to the characteristics of the samples and processes, inline or online coupling is often not possible. Therefore, atline or offline couplings are gaining in importance. In combination with robotic systems, efficient automation of analytical measurements can be reached. The book Automation Solutions for Analytical Measurements: Concepts and Applications presents and discusses suitable automation concepts and a variety of realized robot-based analytical measurement systems. In this commentary, the main findings are highlighted and discussed.